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Classification of Torsion Free Abelian Minimax Groups.

R. GÜTLING - O. MUTZBAUER (*)

SUMMARY - The gurosh-lVlalcev-Derry method describing torsion fr ee abelian
groups of finite rank is used in modified form to get invariants of groups
having only homomorphic images of finite rank, the sum of all p-ranks
and the torsion free rank. Groups given by such invariants will be clas-
sified giving a necessary and sufficient condition to be isomorphic, and
as application a method will be given to calculate numerically a quasi-
isomorphism between algebraic groups or to exclude it.

1. Introduction.

Given any two torsion free abelian groups, briefly groups, by some
description the classification problem arises to decide whether these
groups are isomorphic or not. The following example shows that
there are groups which are not known to be isomorphic. Let n == 3,14 ...
be the circle number and e = 2, 71 ... be the Euler number, let A and B
be two groups of rank 1 given by the types t(A) := (3, 1, 4 ...),
t(B) :== (2, 7, 1 ...). Then A and B are isomorphic by [3; 85.1] if

and only if n - e == af2tX5(J rational and this is unknown. Obviously
there are relations between the p-components of each of these types
which cannot be handled. Therefore, whenever classification without
considering such relations will be done, the restriction to minimax
groups is indicated. A group of finite rank is called minimax group,
if the quotient relative to a free abelian subgroup of maximal rank
has only finitely many primary components not equal to 0.

(*) Indirizzo degli AA.: Mathematisches Institut der Universitat, Am

Hubland, 87 Wiirzburg, Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
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For algebraic torsion free abelian minimax groups a solution of
the classification problem is given by theorem 3, firstly giving an
arithmetical relation between two characteristics, i.e. descriptions of
groups by lemma 1, of isomorphic groups, secondly presenting a
method to calculate a quasi-isomorphism explicitely if it exists, see

theorem 4.

2. Characteristics.

In order to describe groups the Kurosh-Malcev-Derry method [3;
§ 93] will be used in modified form. Let the localisation of the group A
of finite rank n with maximal linearly independent elements ui , ... , un,
called basis, be

where the natural embedding is taken. Q~ is the ring of p-adic in-
tegers (K* the field of p-adic numbers) and the Q*-module Qp Q A
decomposes in a divisible part D. and a (countably generated torsion
free) reduced Q*-module Rp which is free by a theorem of Prüfer [3 ;
93.3]. A decomposition basis of the p-adic module can then be

written as p-adic linear combination of the basis of the group.

LEMMA 1. Let A be a torsion free abelian minimax group of n

with 0 ~ Z(p°°) for a free abelian subgroup F (i.e. P is a
pEP kp

finite set of primes and 1  n). Then there exist a basis u,, ..., un
of A and (XpijE Q~ where 1 ~ i c n, such that for all p E P :

is a basis of the divisible part of Q~ ~x A, uniquely determined by the
basis Ul, ... , u. of A.

Especially ,
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A is generated by the given elements briefly noted using [3 ; ~ 88]
with the (m -1)-th partial sums 

of the standard expansion of the p-adic integers a.,i,) -
PROOF. There is a basis u1, ... , un of the minimax group A such

that ... , un) is a divisible torsion group like above.

and obviously there are Y1JijE
76

e Q§ with vpi = E Y1JijUj and the sets can be supposed
;=i

to contain a unit. Let be S := {p E PIYPll unit}, W 

pES

and Yplj unit. Relative to the new basis u~ = uz := Ui else,
changing the Ypij to the ~pi~ where is a unit

for p E S U ~q~. By induction can be assumed all ypll to be units.
Further by row combinations 1, 0 for all p E P and the
sets C j  can be supposed to contain a unit where 1 C i  n.

Again by induction the given basis of the divisible parts of the
modules Q~ ~ A are obtained. Still easier for the (free) reduced parts I~p
is gotten Rp = 0 

k&#x3E;kp

By [3 ; 93.1 and 2] the group A can be proved to be generated
by the given set of vectors. Finally the assumtion of a second basis
of the divisible part of Q§@ A given by numbers leads at once
to the contradiction ..., 

kp

Following lemma 1 1~JI :_ is called charac-
teristic of the group A relative to the basis u1, ... , ~n , briefly noted
by A = or 

3. Classification.

LEMMA 2. Let ax, ... , acn be rationals. There holds ... +
+ ..., if and only if for all primes p and all j with
n &#x3E; j &#x3E; kp ( := 0 if p w P) hold :
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PROOF. Let a = ! ap be a decomposition of a in partial fractions.
n

Then g = Y- au, c ..., if and only if by lemma 1:
3=1

where v E ... , and 1,, are non negative integers. Comparing
the coefficients of I.. 1. Un the lemma is proved.

Two characteristics describe isomorphic groups if and only if they
are characteristics of one and the same group relative to different
basis. Therefore basis transformations have to be considered to clas-

sify groups.

THEOREM 3. Let 1~ _ -~’~ and M’ be charac-
teristics where n = n’, P = P’ and k., = k~ for all primes. and 

describe isomorphic groups if and only if there exists a regular rational
n Xn-matrix (aij) such that with

hold:

(i) the rows of (aij) and of satisfy the condition of lemma 2
relative to 1~1I’ respectively.

(ii) .For all det =1= 0 and

PROOF. The typical situation of a basis transformation is

by lemma 1, where for 1  i  n
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and

Condition (i) follows by lemma 2, and the last form of A has to
be transformed by the method proving lemma 1 but obviously with-
out changing the basis Ul, i.e. multiplication with the inverse
of from the left and the theorem is proved.

4. Isomorphism problem.

There is another aspect of the classification namely the calcula-
tion of an isomorphism between two minimax groups given by charac-
teristics or the proof for these groups to be not isomorphic. In fact
the basis of one of the groups has to be changed such that the result-
ing characteristic equals the second one. In view of theorem 3 (ii)
where the algebraic dependence of the p-adic numbers apij and 
is stated there can be expected a positive answer only for algebraic
numbers (over the rationals), because the proof of the algebraic de-
pendence of transcendent numbers is a number theoretical problem
without general solution.

DEFINITION. A torsion free abelian minimax group is called al-

gebraic if all the numbers occuring in the characteristic are al-
gebraic (over the rationals).

That is an invariant of the group because basis transformations
are algebraic transformations.

First the quasi-isomorphism problem will be settled i.e. whether
two groups are quasi-isomorphic.

THEOREM 4. Algebraic torsion f ree abelian minimax groups can be
numerically classified up to quasi-isomorphism.

PROOF. A method has to be given to calculate a matrix such
that following theorem 3: for all primes p E P.
Let y be a primitive element of the algebraic number field 
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 i  n, p E P) - Q(y). The number y is a rational linear
combination of the where only finitely many possibilities are
excluded therefore y can be calculated. By [5; lemmata 6, 7 and 8]
the minimum polynomial of y and the representations of the 
and by rational linear combinations of powers of y can be

numerically obtained whenever the and are given by means
of [5; propositions 4 and 5]. Substituting these expressions in the
linearized form of theorem 3 (ii) noted above and using the minimum
polynomial of y to get only linearly independent powers of y a homo-
geneous linear system of equations for the aii with rational coefficients
is obtained having the coefficients of the powers of y to be zero, and
the general solution t. aii (ti, ... , tr) with rational parameters t,
tl, ... , tr can be calculated i.e. the groups are quasi-isomorphic or the
system can be proved to have no solution, i.e. the groups are not

quasi-isomorphic.
The second part of the isomorphism problem is not solved here

namely the proof whether two given quasi-isomorphic groups are

isomorphic. I suppose the problem can be settled, especially for groups
of rank 2, see also [1; 9.6], but not without a certain technical effort
shown by some examples.

The following pairs of groups G, H are quasi-isomorphic by [2;
2.3]. Let be

It can be explicitely calculated that

is a new basis of Not isomor-

phic are groups G and H if

or
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for all integers x, similarly

with 5, n natural and x integer.
Ý - 1 and ~2 are 5-adic integers by [5; Proposition 4]. See for

the relevant basis transformations [4] or [6].
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